AIRF/24/C/Strike2020

23rd July 2020

The General Secretaries
all affiliated Unions and Working Committee Members
Dear Comrades,
Sub- Call for “ Rail Bachao-Desh Bachao” on 9th August 2020.
All of you are aware that on 9th August is historical date when our National father Mahatma Gandhi gave a
call against English peoples to quit India which forced the British empire to leave India and country as been
liberated from imperialistic rule of British empire.
It has been observed that the country is again being pushed towards economic slavery by inviting National &
multi National capitalists to take over countries/Sectors including the Indian Railways. Recently the RFQ’s for
lucrative 109 routs on which 150 trains have been offered to private operators start the privatization on
Indian Railways..
While we appreciate to our all leaders and cadres for observing “Awareness Week” from 1st to 6th June
2020 followed by Protest day on 8th June in befitting manner.
We hope that all the branches should celebrate this on 9th August 2020 the “Quit India Day” as
“Rail Bachao-Desh Bachao( Save Railway-Save Nation) in a enthusiastic manner. We hope that while
making the progammes for this movement, the users should also be make a part of this.
I, hope our affiliates and cadre will take up this programme seriously and spread the message of AIRF in all
nook and corners of the country to save the railways from privatizations , not only for the interest of the
Railwaymen but also for the interest of rail users and Nation.
On this day, we hope that all the Branches will send email to the Hon’ble Prime Minister, Railway Minister
and AIRF office. We will appreciate if a message should be twitted on this day by Lacks and Lacks of our
followers to Hon’ble Prime Minister of India with # Hon’ble MR and AIRF to prove our solidarity and show our
strength against privatizations.
Thanking you,

